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Dear Friends, 
 

This is a letter that I hope you will read more than once, and pray over as never before. It concerns 
the ongoing basic work of the church and the way we sustain and then develop that day to day work 
and witness.  
 

We are as a church both compassionate and generous when asked to respond to specific appeals for 
help; the recent fundraising for the refurbishment of the toilets and crush hall at Western Road and 
our support for the work in Kenya being fine examples. But in terms of our normal income for the 
routine expenditure, we are facing a significant shortfall next year, and will have to dip into reserves 
to simply stand still. That is not sustainable. 
 

We could cut back on our support for others, whose needs are even greater than our own, but that 
would be a short term solution and damaging spiritually. Instead under the heading of our next yearly 
theme – Outward Generosity I hope we can address not only our financial support for the work of 
the church but also the equally important giving of time and expertise. In this way we can continue to 
grow the church outwards and build the kingdom, through it all offering each other the challenge to 
give not only regularly but also realistically, bearing in mind our very different circumstances. No-one 
will tell you what to do – instead I will suggest various ways in which you might decide to do things 
differently, so that together we might adopt a more effective and long term approach. 
 

In the coming weeks, we shall be thinking about this theme in many different ways – firstly in our 
morning worship services at both sites on Sunday 3rd and 24th September; secondly in our annual 
Away Day – this year at Linford  and East Tilbury on Saturday 23rd September – look out for the form 
to register; thirdly through a further letter in early October that follows on from all of that and asks for 
your considered response; and fourthly through our Harvest  Celebration on the weekend of Sunday 
8th October that this year takes the theme – ‘All You Can’. A phrase that John Wesley used as part of 
his own approach to being a good steward of all that God had generously given him. 
 

 So far I have majored on the generosity that sustains where we are at, but equally important is the 
word ‘Outward’ which encourages us to look beyond ourselves to the needs of others. I shall be 
inviting all church-run groups and activities to consider ways in which what they currently offer can be 
deepened spiritually, and widened to be even more welcoming and useful to those who are ‘ not yet 
part’ of what we do and are. To do that, will require both creativity and generosity, as we are 
prepared to put to one side our own preferences in order to grow in grace, and potentially become 
more helpful to others. But that is surely the very nature of God, as seen in Jesus, who humbled 
himself and became as a servant, generously giving all that he had so that you and I might know the 
wonder of God’s love and care. 
 

It’s going to be an exciting year, as we build on our two previous yearly themes, of ‘A Christ-like 
Welcome’ and ‘Whole life Worship’, to explore what ‘Outward Generosity’ might look like. I know that 
as we each prayerfully make our response, we will, in time, become the people we need to be, and 
God will provide, day by day, all that is needed to do what needs to be done. 
 

May God bless us as we seek to do his will.  
 
Rev. David Bagwell 

 


